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Abstract 

 

The objective of this paper is to estimate the successful state of Stochastic Hybrid Dynamical 

Systems (SHS) having a continuous and discrete dynamic state with lossy measurements without 

expanding the computational multifaceted nature of the calculation. Existing strategies for state 

estimation furnishes state estimation with computational multifaceted nature and time. Kalman 

and Particle Filter are the fundamental algorithms for state estimation of any Linear and Non-

linear SHS. The measurements got by the sensors or any modules have limitation to provide 

accurate data. State estimation of any system with lossy data prone to inaccurate state estimation. 

In this paper, the Chi-square Statistics –Data Loss Detection (CS-DLD) algorithm based on 

Kalman Filter is proposed for of Stochastic Hybrid Dynamical Systems which detect the data loss 

and reconfigure the measurement for effective state estimation. The performance of the algorithm is 

checked by Linear Stochastics Hybrid System model of Aerial vehicle. 
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I. Introduction 
 

  The dominant part of the dynamic systems’ approach, technique and measures have arbitrary 

likelihood distribution of its events known as stochastic conduct. It indicates the design 

which might be literally anticipated yet may not be anticipated impeccably. In a reasonable 

situation, a larger part of the dynamic system can be arranged as Stochastic Hybrid Systems 

(SHS) [1] where the system model governs by discrete and continuous dynamics. In the 

current stretch because of rapid advancement of integrated chips and its capacity, leading 

part of the dynamic systems contains computerized framework. The models range from 

miniature independent robots to gigantic planes. Indeed, even current development in the 

field of Autonomous vehicle additionally has contributed to the study of Hybrid framework 

improvement just as demonstrating better estimation and control of the Stochastic Hybrid 
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System. [2] Scientists Scholar have shown interest in the Stochastic framework's application 

like [3], [4], where the system model interacts with its continuous and discrete dynamics for 

better state estimation. In remote sensor systems, it is prominent that the remote sensor hubs, 

actuator hubs, and regulator hubs offer such a distinctive communication with constrained 

data transmission. As the quantity of hubs increases, the requirements for transmission 

capacity [5] exceeding the framework limit may bring about loss of data and system choke, 

which may to a great extent fall apart the framework execution. In the meantime, remote 

sensors and actuators are generally powered by batteries with constrained power resources., 

some of which are not even replaceable. Therefore, the effective state estimation algorithm, 

which handles the nondeterministic behaviour of the system, affected by the loss of 

measurement data and limitation of computation complexity handling is needed. Persuaded 

by the above essentials the for stochastic hybrid system event-triggered based approach will 

help to solve the problem of data loss as well as computation complexity since spearheaded 

by Åström and Bernhardsson [6] . In addition, it is notable that for state estimation lossy 

measurement is one of the most regularly happening marvels in this type of frameworks, see 

[7] [8][9] . In particular, The State estimation method of mixture system discussed in [10][11] 

unable to handle the lossy measurement with SHS modelling. The complication of the state 

approximation of the hybrid system is difficult than the others. State estimation procedure 

like AMM-ILS (adaptive multiple model iterated least squares), AMM-UKF [12]   (adaptive 

multiple model unscented Kalman filter), IMM (Interactive multiple model ) [13] and its 

diverse variety like IMM-KF(Interactive multiple model) – Kalman Filter), IMM-

EKF(Interactive multiple model – Extended Kalman Filter) ,IMM-UKF (Interactive multiple 

model -unscented Kalman filter), IMM-UGHF [14] (Interactive multiple model – Unscented 

Gauss-Helmert model ) [15] deliver good state estimation at the budget of sophisticated 

mathematics calculation. As Popular of the dynamic system can be effortlessly and effectively 

classified as the continuous time linear dynamics systems [16] but unable to incorporate 

discrete dynamics together. To overcome the above problem and motivated by the possibility 

of the fundamental Kalman Filter, the event triggered a state estimation method for the 

stochastic hybrid system with Chi-square statistics is proposed. The framework elements of 

the unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) [17] is used to showcase the performance of our proposed 

Chi-square statistic - Data Loss Detection (CS-DLD) Kalman Filter algorithm for lossy 

measurement. The comparison of the results with standard Kalman Filter, Average and 

smooth filters show that our calculation gives improved estimation precision under the lossy 

measurement scenario with less computational complexity. The remainder of this paper is 

sorted out as follows: in Section II, Description of System dynamics of SHS is talked about. In 

Section III, we define the proposed methods for effective state estimation for lossy 

measurement. In Section IV, we outline the simulation results of the proposed method. The 

conclusion is given in Section V. 

 

II. System Description 

The state estimation of the Hybrid framework has numerous applications in the field of the 

biological, compound response, interchanges systems, aeroplane designing [18] , stock costs 

[19] and so forth. State estimation procedure introduced in [20] is a regular strategy which 

isn't helpful for all the hybrid system state estimation. State Estimation Problem has 

significant two classifications. Non-Switched Mode and Switched Mode state estimation. The 

Switched Mode is additionally ordered in Static and dynamic exchanged mode state 

estimation. Continuous-time stochastic hybrid framework model as,  
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𝐻: {

xt+1 = Am. xt +  휀𝑥

 
Zt = 𝑚 . xt + 휀𝑧

.

  

(1) 

 

Here, xt represent state equation and yt represents measurement equation at a time ‘t’. Am 

represent state dynamic in matrix form for mode ‘m’ , 휀𝑥 and 휀𝑧 are zero mean process and 

measurement white Gaussian noise respectively. Here we assume that they are independent. 

The mode transition from one state to another is governed by the guard condition 𝑚.  

 

 m : {
  1 = 0    𝑓𝑜𝑟  xt+1 ∈ {𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑦 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡}

  2 = 1    𝑓𝑜𝑟  xt+1 ∉ {𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑡}
 

 

(1) 

The System mode transition from actual measurement to lossy measurement are shown in 

below Fig. The detection of the lossy measurement provides the opportunity to update the 

lossy measurement for accurate state estimation.  

  
                Figure.  1 Event-triggered mode transition 

To deal with such kind of system where continuous dynamics are controlled by discrete 

dynamics, stochastic hybrid system modelling based on event-triggered helps to effectively 

predict the state with the use of Chi-square statistics with Kalman Filter for a linear system. 

The detail method is explained in Section 3. 

 

III. The proposed method for state estimation 
 

In this section, we will examine a proposed method for continuous time SHS. The 

performance of the proposed estimation algorithm with standard Kalman Filter (KF) [21] and 

Average Smoothed Filter (ASF) is investigated. The continuous-time dynamics system [22] is 

used with state-dependent transitions to model the UAV to detect the performance of the 

algorithms. This competent state estimation outcome will help us to implement the operative 

estimation algorithm for multiple modes hybrid system under the noisy state measurement 

scenario. The continuous dynamics of the system is given by 

 𝑥𝑡 = [
1 3𝑇

0 1
]  . 𝑥𝑡−1 +  [   

  𝑇2

3   

2T

 ]. a  +   휀𝑥         (2) 

which is known as state prediction and the measurement prediction is given by   

 𝑧𝑡 =  𝑚. 𝑥𝑡 +  휀𝑧      (3) 

System transition to 

Lossy Measurement   

 1 = 1 2 = 0 

Initialization 

 

 System transition to  

Actual measurement 
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Where xt =  [
p
v

]  ; p = position, v = velocity and ut = accelaration = a . 

Here , State  Noise/Error = 휀𝑥 =  [  
σp.σp. σpσv  

σpσv σv. σv
 ] ; 

𝜎𝑣  , 𝜎𝑝  = variance in velocity & position 

휀𝑧 = σp.  σp =Measurement  Noise /Error  

For the above structure, described in eq. (3) and eq. (4) with the distinct changeover from 

the lossy state to lossless state are simulated to detect the performance of the proposed 

algorithm for diverse % loss.  

Pseudocode 

 

 

Pseudocode describes the state and measurement update steps of the algorithm. The 

proposed method can be arranged in three principal classes. (i) System Initialization - which 

manages state elements where procedure and estimation condition choose the framework 

development. (ii) State Estimation-manages figuring of expected estimation of the state 

affected by arbitrary measurement with the assistance of covariance matrix with noise. (iii) 

Data Loss Detection- with Chi-Square Statistics of 95% confidence interval in which we 

abandon the lossy measurement and update it with the most appropriate Kalman gain for 

the compelling state estimation. 

 

IV. Simulation results and discussion  

The proposed estimation method CS-DLD Kalman Filter is compared with standard Kalman 

Filter (KF) [24] and Average Smoothed Filter (ASF). This productive state estimation result 

will assist in the effective state estimation of event-triggered SHS. In Table I, the comparison 

of the Average Mean Square Error for different methods is displayed for various % loss. 

Below enumerated parameters are used for the system simulation.  
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Parameter Value Parameter Value 

Time axis 100 Measurement 

noise (𝜺𝒛) 

10 

Control input (a) 1.5 Process noise (𝜺𝒙) 0.05 

Initial state 

[positon;vel] 

[10;10] Monte Carlo 

Simulation 

100 

 

TABLE I:  

Average MSE Simulation Results for % loss of 1 to 10 with 

DLDKF filter with and without Chi-Square Test. 

 

As appeared in Fig. 2, The state estimation of the proposed method is better than the non-

smooth filter, smooth filter and standard Kalman Filter.  

 

 

Figure 2. Proposed Method State Simulation with standard methods 

It is plainly seen that that lossy information in the estimation, drive the state estimation 

calculation away from the real estimation of the state. Fig.3 shows the MSE (Mean square 
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error) for a similar situation of Non-Smooth Filter (NSF), Average smooth Filter (ASF) and 

Kalman Filter (KF), where it is clear from the outcome that though Kalman Filter performs 

equivalent to the proposed method but unable to neglects the lossy measurement.  

Fig. 4 and Table II, exhibit the hardware configuration used for the time performance 

calculation of our proposed algorithm. The simulation results show that with 19ms delay 

for 250 samples compared to standard Kalman filter, the proposed algorithm able to achieve 

good state estimation under the lossy measurement.  

 

 

Figure. 3 Average MSE value of state estimation at each time simulation 

For the compelling representation of the exhibition of our proposed calculation Table II 

demonstrates the MSE of the all technique where our proposed method gives preferable 

outcome over Kalman Filter (KF) and Average Smooth Filter (ASF) without expanding any 

computational complexity for the state estimation. 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Hardware configuration for the timing simulation 
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TABLE II:  

Proposed method computation time compared with standard Kalman filter for different samples. 

 

 

IV. Conclusion & future work 
 

According to the present strategies and assessment are done, in the Event-triggered SHS 

framework with Chi-square statistics Kalman filter can be anticipated by the notable 

performance improvement in the event of the lossy measurement without expanding the 

complicated nature of the calculation. For linear SHS, Data Loss Detection Kalman Filter 

method gives 11.83% improvement over standard Kalman Filter is in terms of Average 

Mean Square Error while Chi-Square statics based Data Loss Detection algorithm gives 73.89 

% better results in terms of Average Mean Square error compared to standard Kalman Filter 

for low Process Noise scenario. As the performance of the proposed algorithm depends on 

the process noise, the effect of process noise variation can be explored as further work. 
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